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MBRNT News
Julian becomes model for Mall Giant

It is clear, Sam (Stads, Spalding, Ollie) Julian is on
a mission to pull oﬀ the trifecta this year. From
his palatial mansion in Louisville, KY, Julian said,
“I plan on winning the Wing Contest, Redneck
golfer of the year, and Best Redneck in a
Speedo”.
From the looks of his recent Glamour shots
session, one can only conclude Julian is serious
after donning the cover of the Titan of
Photography’s recent March issue.
Spalding said, “The wing contest will be no
problem since we all know Waring can’t hold his
Miller Lite. When you eliminate him, you take
out the field. I plan on coming down for a few
!

lessons with Jailbait (Williams), which should
solidify the swing, and the Speedo contest? Let’s
just say Julian 2.0 will be in full eﬀect for
Myrtle”.
Jailbait Williams said, “Sam is one of those rare
students you come across that has it all.
Strength, speed, flexibility, and has the ability to
quickly apply whatever concept you teach him.
He is the Lex Luger of golf ”.
If Spalding can eliminate the 2-3 blow up holes
per round, this may be his year? With one
month to go, it appears he is the man to beat for
the moment
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Collier Faces Identity Crisis

Rodney “Sprinkles, Captain Hook” Collier has
always been a man who is comfortable in his own
skin. With a tough exterior few men can exude,
Collier seems at a major crossroad in life: Fourwheel drive Truck or Mini-Cooper?
The obvious decision for most men would be to
stay with the truck simply because of the image
it conjures, but we all know Sprinkles beats to a
diﬀerent drum.

“twinkmobile” of the year (whatever that
means?), but one would assume five years later,
the stigma would surely be gone?
Sponcia dug a little deeper and found that
nymag.com named the Mini-Cooper the 4th
best gay car of the year and Stuart Poole of Fuse
magazine called it his “Top Queer” ride in the
April 2011 issue!

Vanity Fair writer Brett Berk seemed to write
the fairest assessment on the Mini (and one the
Collier, in typical Saskatchewan drawl said, “I am Redneck tour endorses) in his article, “Why the
not sure what to do right now? The car is fun to Mini-Cooper is Stray, not Gay”, when he said,
drive and in Colorado, the metro image is more “Well, sorry to disappoint, but here’s the big,
acceptable. I think in Tennessee there is stigma hard, throbbing truth: Mini Coopers are not gay.
for guys that drive eﬀeminate cars, but here, it
In fact, I would like to posit that Minis are more
just seems normal”.
like ATVs—juvenile boy-toys, but for straight
guys who aren’t rednecks. My proof? Both
When asked if he might also consider a toy dog
vehicles have ultra-quick steering. Both are
purchase to go along with the car Sprinkles said, approximately the same size and shape. Both are
“It would complete the look but I’m afraid my
driven out of a geeky desire for individuality and
lease doesn’t allow pets and when I think about
freedom—Mine’s yellow and white! Mine has a
it, I wouldn’t want the Cooper ruined with dog
rebel flag on it!”
sprinkle”.
Too bad Sprinkles is flying into Tennessee
Tour President “Mario” Sponcia did some
instead of driving, we at the tour believe the
research on the subject and did find a VERY
Mini-Cooper would have made quite the
outdated article on gaylife.com that proclaimed statement.
in 2006 that the Mini-cooper was the best

!
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Wing Contest to tighten
the dead carcass of chicken
remains.
Julian said, “Just like a fighter,
you can’t punch yourself out
too early. An hour and a half
is like a fifteen round fight.
You have to pace yourself or
be knocked out”!
The rules have been slightly
tweaked this year to give
lessor contestants a shot at
the title. Some last year
inaccurately claimed it was a
After literally blowing what
“beer drinking contest”, but
seemed to be an insurmountable
that issue has been put to rest
lead in the first annual Redneck
with the additional bonus points
Wing Contest, Mark “Vesuvius”
given for the increased heat
Waring has vowed to embarrass
index option.
Sam “Spalding” Julian and any
other competitor that dares to
2011 Rules/Point Breakdown:
go toe to toe with the aging
giant.
1. Contest runs for 1:30.
2. If the winning contestant
Waring said, “Honestly, I
pukes before 12:00 Midnight,
underestimated the rotund one.
the next contestant wins.
He looks so unassuming but I
3.Naked Wings are worth 1
learned real quick, inside beats
point.
the heart of a grizzled All-You4.Battered Wings are worth 1.5
Can-Eat Veteran.
points.
5.Beers are worth 2.5 points.
How was Spalding able to take
6.The minimum heat index for
down the perpetually single
the contest is HOT.
Goliath? The answer can be
7.Bonus points will be awarded
found by observing the Boa
for eating 3 mile sauce (8
Constrictor in any Pet Store
points) and 911 sauce (12
USA. Just like the lithe reptile,
points).
Julian devours each morsel one
8.Half point final totals will be
bite at a time with the
rounded up to the next full
unhurried pace of a tortoise, and
point.
pushes it down his multi9.Highest combination of
chambered stomach until only
points wins.
!
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Calendar
June 1st, 2011
Heritage Golf Club
June 2nd, 2011
Caledonia Golf Club
June 3rd, 2011
TPC of Myrtle Beach
June 4th, 2011
True Blue

PLAYER PROFILE:
CHRIS “ADMIRAL,
SPUD” SAMULSKI

One of the most anticipated
debut’s in Redneck history will
come this June when the
shortest and worst golfer to
ever tee it up joins the tour.
Many Rednecks worried about
the void Erik “Chernobyl” Scott
left when he could not make the
trip this year, but Admiral
Samulski promises to bring
hours of bad footage to the
season ending Redneck DVD.
One of the toughest decisions
with this new addition has been
the sleeping arrangements,
Since Spud joined and served
our country during “don’t ask,
don’t tell”. Since Spalding Julian
is already spoken for, the most
logical choice may be Sprinkles
Collier...who has never told.
Welcome Chris!
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